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1

THE VM WORKSHOP

1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

A Value Management (VM) Workshop was held on 2nd March 2016 at
WSP|Parsons Brinckerhoff’s Exeter Office, The Forum, Barnfield Road,
Exeter, EX1 1QR.

1.1.2

The workshop was attended by representatives of the following organisations:
·

Devon County Council (Devon CC) as Client, officers and project team

·

Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership

·

Highways England

·

Environment Agency

·

Historic England

·

Natural England

·

East Devon District Council

·

Nicholas Pearson Associates (project team)

·

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff project team

·

Richard Green Ecology Ltd (project team)

·

Wessex Archaeology (project team)

·

Arcadis (project team)

·

Jacobs Engineering (project team)

·

Frederick Sherrell Ltd (project team)

1.1.3

Initial briefings between the facilitator and the project team took place in
advance of the workshop to ensure that the maximum benefit was gained
from the workshop. A briefing note was circulated to attendees the week prior
to the workshop.

1.2

Material Provided to the Workshop

1.2.1

Material contained in the briefing note and given in presentations is outlined in
this Section.
Recent Scheme History

1.2.2

In January 2012, Devon and Somerset County Councils had commissioned a
study aimed at identifying a programme of improvement schemes for the
‘unimproved’ sections of the A30/A303. This work culminated in the
submission of a draft Business Case to consultants preparing the Feasibility
Study for improvement of the A30/A303 corridor. In parallel with the Feasibility
Study, Devon CC (supported by Somerset CC) undertook to look at the
section of A30/A303 between Honiton and Broadway (west of Ilminster). The
outcome of this study work, which identified prioritised potential
improvements, was issued to Highways England in August 2014 for inclusion
in the Strategic Outline Business Case for the whole A30/A358/A303 corridor.
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1.2.3

The Autumn Statement 2014, alongside the Road Investment Strategy (RIS)
which was launched in December 2014, outlines investment in the Strategic
Road Network between 2015/16 and 2020/21 and proposes investing £15.2bn
in over 100 major schemes. As well as committing to spending £2bn on three
major A30/A303/A358 dualling improvements at Amesbury to Berwick Down
(A303), Sparkford to Ilchester (A303) and Taunton to Southfields (A358,
Ilminster), the document also commits to setting aside funding for ‘smaller
scale improvements’ to the A30/A303 between Honiton and Southfields
(Ilminster), ‘to improve safety and journey quality for road users recognising
that large scale improvements would be challenging given the protected
landscape and topography surrounding the route. This includes some smallscale work in the Blackdown Hills AONB which will take account of the
environmental sensitivity of the area’.

1.2.4

Whilst the outcome of the Strategic Outline Business Case submission was
being considered, Devon CC had commissioned further supplementary work
on the Honiton – Broadway (west of Ilminster) route. In February 2015,
options were presented to the Roads Minister and a decision taken to
progress the section of A30 between Honiton and Devonshire Inn.

1.2.5

Since then, work has been on-going to collect and assimilate data and to
develop options for a route improvement between Honiton and Devonshire
Inn. These options include on-line sections and off-line sections and are
described in Section 1.3.
Scheme Study Location and Study Area

1.2.6

The scheme is located in Devon on the A30 trunk road north-east of Honiton.
It lies within the Blackdown Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB),
starting at the eastern end of the Honiton bypass and ending just north of the
Devonshire Inn A30/A303 junction. The scheme study area, together with the
limits of the Blackdown Hills AONB is shown on Figure 1.

Figure 1: Scheme Study Area
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Scheme Objectives
1.2.7

The scheme objectives for the Honiton – Broadway route were developed
following initial study work undertaken in 2014. The objectives for the Honiton
– Broadway (west of Ilminster) scheme were developed following this work
and are:
Scheme Objectives
·

Encourage economic growth in the South West peninsula and
particularly the large scale planned development East of Exeter

·

Improve journey speed and reliability

·

Increase the resilience of the strategic road network

·

Improve safety for road users and road operators

·

Minimise adverse environmental impacts through exemplary
approaches to design and mitigation and adoption of sustainable
and innovative solutions

·

Ensure that unavoidable impacts on the character and special
qualities of the Blackdown Hills AONB are offset through a
significant programme of compensatory measures and the
inclusion of opportunities for environmental enhancement in line
with AONB Management Plan objectives.

Client Scheme Requirements
1.2.8

The Client Scheme Requirements were established following the initial study
work that lead to the submission of the draft Business Case. The client
scheme requirements are:
Client Scheme Requirements
·

Improvement shall be Wide Single Carriageway standard (2+1),
potentially part off-line and part on-line.

·

Junction standards will be at-grade.

·

Access to minor roads will either be maintained or, where
possible, will use local connector roads to minimise junctions
directly with the trunk road.

Scheme Scope - Options
1.2.9

Since Spring 2015, work has been on-going to develop options for a route
improvement between Honiton and Devonshire Inn. A number of options have
been examined; the proposed locations being developed at Design Team
Workshops and based upon suggested alignments from the Environmental
team. The scheme constraints taken into account in conceiving option designs
are shown in the Constraints Plan contained in the Value Management
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Briefing Document dated February 2016, which also contains the preliminary
assessment of the options. Appendix A provides a Key Plan for the options
described below.
Link/ Option
Link 1

Honiton to Tovehayne Farm

Option 1

Online widening north of existing A30

Option 2

Online widening south of existing A30

Link 2

Tovehayne Farm to Aplin’s Farm (Monkton Bypass)

Option N

Offline bypass to north of Monkton

Option S

Offline bypass to south of Monkton

Link 3

Aplin’s Farm to Cook’s Moor

Option 2A

Online widening to south of existing A30

Option 2B

Offline two lane plus online improvement of existing A30

Option 2C,
offline 1
Option 2C,
offline 2

1.2.10

Description

Offline improvement
Offline improvement

Link 4

Cook’s Moor to Devonshire Inn

Option X

Online widened to north or south of existing A30

Link 1, 2 & 3

Honiton to Cook’s Moor

Option 3

Viney Ridge option

Two further options were presented at the Workshop as ‘discarded:
Link/ Option

Description

Link 3

Aplin’s Farm to Cook’s Moor

Option 2B

Offline two lane plus online improvement of existing A30

Link 4

Cook’s Moor to Devonshire Inn

Option Y

Offline to south of existing A30

Programme
1.2.11

Work is planned to continue towards Public Consultation which is scheduled
in September 2016. These preparations include a further VM workshop in
May/June 2016.

1.2.12

Work to develop the scheme to allow the Preferred Route Announcement to
be made in early 2017 has yet to be committed. Thereafter, further
development of the scheme will be dependent on entry to the RIS2
programme.
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1.2.13

Indicative milestones are:
Stage 1 – Option identification
·

Develop traffic model, review and prepare options for public consultation.

Stage 2 – Option selection
·

September 2016 – Public Consultation.

·

Assess public consultation, develop preferred route, update business
case.

1.3

Objectives for Value Management

1.3.1

The objectives for Value Management reflects the strategic nature of this
stage and were explained to the Workshop as follows:
·

To involve stakeholders in improving the value of options, aligned with the
project objectives.

·

To reaffirm project objectives.

·

To record opportunities, develop consensus on the need for project, and
to generate ideas for improving the development of the scheme in the
future.

1.4

Workshop Agenda

1.4.1

The agenda is listed below:
13:00 – 13:15 Introduction
·

Introductions

·

Purpose of the workshop

·

Highways England approach to Value Management for major projects

13:15 – 13:30 Presentation of Background & History
·

Outline of high level problem

·

Outline of next level problems

·

Developed objectives for solving the identified problems

·

Outline range of potential solutions that were looked at and rejected /
taken forward and why solutions were rejected.

13:30 – 13:45 Presentation of Current Work
·

Significant Policies and Highways England Delivery Plan

·

Baseline Conditions and Constraints

·

Outline how consensus design team view adopted to initiate thoughts on
options

·

Programme and funding issues
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13:45 – 14:00 Ideas Generation – To Improve Value
·

Explain how design team will manage suggested ideas

14:00 – 16:30 Descriptions and Ideas for each section of the route
·

Options that have been developed.

·

Significant constraints to potential options.

·

Identify ideas for mitigation and compensation measures

·

Invite ideas on how added value could improve the identified impacts.

·

Record ideas and agree which ideas should be considered by the design
team and reported in Workshop Report

·

Agree any actions for participants

16:30 – 16:45 Affirm Scheme Objectives
·

Update or affirm scheme objectives.

16:45 – 17:00 Summarise Outcome of Workshop
·

Summary of VM ideas

·

Summarise agreed actions

1.5

Participants

1.5.1

The participants at the Workshop are listed below:
Name

David Black

Organisation

Role
Head of Planning, Transportation and
Environment (Project Client)

Devon County Council

Edward Halford

Blackdown Hills AONB
Partnership
Blackdown Hills AONB
Partnership
Highways England

Paul Garrod

Highways England

Steve Moore

Environment Agency

Rhiannon Rhys

Historic England

Steven Panks

Natural England

Sarah Foque

East Devon District Council

Landscape Architect

John Smith

East Devon District Council

Peter Chamberlain

Devon County Council

Doe Fitzsimmons

Devon County Council

Mike Smith

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff

Environmental Health
Environmental – Project Environmental
Coordinator
Environmental – Project Assistant
Environmental Coordinator
Project Manager

Rachel Walker

Devon County Council

Assistant Project Manager

Linda Bennett
Lisa Turner

AONB Manager
Planning Officer
Area Manager
Flood Control Risk Management Advisor
(Development and Flood Risk)
Assistant Inspector of Historic Buildings &
Area
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Name

Organisation

Melanie Croll

Devon County Council

Environmental – Landscape Officer

Sara Metcalfe

Nicholas Pearson Associates

Landscape (Project Team)

Sarah Jennings

Devon County Council

Environmental – Nature Officer

Rory Chanter

Richard Green Ecology Ltd

Nature Conservation (Project Team)

Grace Corbett

Wessex Archaeology

Cultural Heritage (Project Team)

Steve Reed

Devon County Council

Jessica Bott

Devon County Council

Aimee Hart

Arcadis

Matt Waring

Devon County Council

Environmental – Cultural Heritage Officer
Environmental – Road Drainage and the
Water Environment Officer
Road Drainage and the Water
Environment (Project Team)
Noise & Vibration (Project Team)

Hannah Clark

Devon County Council

Traffic and Economics Officer

Chris Sanders

Jacobs Engineering

Helen Selby

Devon County Council

Jerry Rickeard

Frederick Sherrell Ltd

Traffic and Economics (Project Team)
Neighbourhood Highway Engineer
(Eastern) Officer
Geotechnical issues (Project Team)

Keegan Ferreday

Devon County Council

GIS and Land Officer

Jim Elsdale

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff

Facilitator

Kelly Jeffery

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff

Workshop Recorder

1.5.2

Role

Jim Elsdale led and facilitated the workshop supporting all participants to
bring their knowledge and experience into value improvements for the
scheme; and guided participants in conceiving and evaluating ideas. Kelly
Jeffery assisted in recording and evaluating ideas.
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3

WORKSHOP FINDINGS

3.1

The Workshop Structure

3.1.1

The facilitator introduced the Workshop with a statement of the desired
outcomes and a brief summary of the purpose of Value Management and how
VM fits into the scheme delivery process.

3.1.2

He set out the VM plan for Stages 1 and 2, indicating the timing and purpose
of three workshops intended to be held in 2016. He described the aims of this
workshop as noted above.

3.1.3

This was followed by a brief on the background to the scheme by David Black,
(Devon CC), who is the sponsor of the scheme. Peter Chamberlain, the
Environmental Coordinator (Devon CC) and Mike Smith, Project Manager
(WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff) updated delegates on progress with the
scheme.

3.1.4

Mike Smith described the options in detail. He referred to A3 size drawings
showing options which were provided to delegates for reference and also
displayed on the walls of the workshop. Kelly Jeffery showed each of the
options on the presentation screen as developing design drawings. She also
used Google Earth to illustrate the terrain and the characteristics of the
existing A30 and side roads.

3.1.5

Options for each of the separate links (Links 4, 3, 2 and 1) were presented in
turn followed by the Viney Ridge option. In each case, delegates were
encouraged to openly challenge the option presented and offer their ideas for
improvement including:
· Beneficial compensation and mitigation measures;
· Other added value opportunities; and
· Cost saving opportunities.

3.1.6

The following section records the comments, ideas and opportunities that
were received from delegates during the options presentation and the
remarks/ actions from/ for the project team. Section 3.3 summarises the
general discussions and records the Workshop consensus view.

3.2

Value Ideas and Opportunities

3.2.1

Jim Elsdale facilitated the generation of ideas by the participants concurrently
with the option reviews. Participants created a total of 40 ideas and
comments.

3.2.2

The summary below provides details of ideas and comments generated at the
workshop.

ID
no.

Idea/ Comment

Remark/ Action

Link 1
1

Only possible if land obtained by
Idea – North option: Plant hedge/bank in advance of the
agreement, which cannot be guaranteed.
main works.
Add to efficiency register: advance planting
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ID
no.

Idea/ Comment

Remark/ Action
where feasible should be considered where
appropriate in scheme development.

Comment – The North option would have greater impact
on the landscape because of the removal of the existing
hedgerow. It might also encroach onto the floodplain,
increasing flood risk and requiring flood mitigation.
The South option would directly affect four residential
and two commercial properties alongside the road. The
effects would include taking land from residential front
2
See Section 3.3.
gardens at Ottermere and Wylam House Farm, the Little
Chef frontage and potentially partial demolition of
Northwood, Newberry’s Metals and Dean’s cottage.
It would be more difficult to mitigate the noise impacts of
the South option compared with the North option on the
remaining properties, caused by moving the road
towards property.
Link 2
Comment – The North option was noted as having
greater impact on historic and other features (church,
buried remains of medieval village north of church and
3 also on the context of the village setting in relation to the
floodplain). The North option also would directly impact
on the floodplain and thus could increase flood risk
compared to the South option.
Comment – The South option had potential for slightly
4 greater impact in landscape terms, particularly in terms
of fragmentation and distant views (i.e. Dumpdon Hill).
Comment –AONB representative noted that the
5
residents of Monkton supported a bypass.

See Section 3.3

See Section 3.3
Careful approach to mitigation will be
required to limit landscape impacts.
No action required

Link 3 Option 2A
It was explained the extent of land slips are
unknown at this stage but the works would
be very significant.
Action for the project team to develop the
design to assess construction methodology
sufficiently to understand temporary and
permanent impacts on woodland (clearance
of which would affect the view from
Dumpdon Hill scheduled monument) and
disruption of traffic during construction.
It was explained that cutting would be very
Idea – If woodland on slope would be cleared for
extensive due to steepness of hillside
7 working space for the construction of the retaining wall
above the road on the south side.
why not use earthworks slope instead?
No action required.
It was explained that extra space would be
required to construct and operate a split
wide single carriageway safely because a
Idea – Was a stepped carriageway considered to reduce
clearance between traffic lanes and to
8 earthworks?
accommodate the level difference would
need to be provided between the split
lanes.
No action required.
Comment – It was noted that there are significant
geotechnical issues with deep-seated slips in the hillside
and that construction for widening would include
dewatering and other extensive temporary works
6 requiring access and construction clearance uphill of the
works, together with loss of existing tree canopy. The
details of this structural solution were queried and it was
stated that this uncertainty was a major concern to
parties involved with landscape issues.
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ID
no.
9

Idea/ Comment

Remark/ Action

Comment – Woodland shields existing road from views Project team to consult National Trust – see
from Dumpdon Hill
item 34 below.
Link 3 Option 2C Offline 1

10
11

12

13
14
15
16

Comment – Very significant geotechnical issues but less
No action required.
severe than the issues with Option 2A.
Comment/Idea – New Tree canopy possible after
Several years before it would be
several years
established.
Link 3 Monkton to Cook’s Moor Online (Option 2C –
Offline 2) (Reddick’s/Rawridge Hill)
Comment – Route reaches Viney Ridge further west
and removes more vegetation than offline Option 1. It
No action required.
would have more impact on the landscape but less on
ecology.
Comment – Significant geotechnical issues but less
severe than the issues with Option 2A or Option 2C
No action required.
Offline 1.
Idea – Opportunity to extend woodland south-westward
Add to efficiency register.
along scarp to the proposed road corridor.
Comment – Offline routes – new routes will all have a
No action required, but see item 33 below.
significant impact on tranquillity.
Comment – Offline 2 better than Offline 1 in terms of
No action required.
impacts on archaeology.
Link 3 (General)

Comment/Idea – Split carriageway may have benefits
17
(discarded too early)

Project team to undertake further work to
set out strategy and standards, to
understand deliverability and to compare
with other Link 3 options.

Comment/Idea - Combine offline options to single offline
18 option that reduces/ balances landscape and ecological See Section 3.3
impact on hillside.
Link 4 – Cook’s Moor to Devonshire Inn

19

20

21

22

23

Comment - Verge widths – it was clarified that in
addition to 13.2m road pavement, 2.5m wide verges
would be provided on each side of the road. On bends
these would be widened to provide visibility if
appropriate.
Comment – Side Road connection from Stockland Hill to
A30 Chard Road junction would be of the order of 6m
wide but Devon CC would be responsible for the final
decision on required road width/standard.
Comment - Stockland Hill and Sandy’s Lane would not
connect directly to the A30 but be connected to the A30
Chard Road junction. This would reduce the number of
junctions and increase the length of overtaking lane.
Comment - No particular difficulty in mitigation because
less environmental constraints along this section
Idea - Concern raised about the potential impact on the
landscape of bridges over the A30 as there is a
preference for underbridges rather than overbridges to
limit impact on the landscape. It was clarified that the
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Clarification of design standard, in context
of discussion regarding width of proposals,
relative to existing road.
No action required.
Clarification of design standard.
No action required.

Clarification of design standard.
No action required.
No action required.
Efficiency register: impact on the landscape
should be one of design criteria used for
establishing the need for bridges, bridge
location, configuration and appearance.
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ID
no.

Idea/ Comment

Remark/ Action

initial design includes an underpass to maintain
connectivity between Stockland Hill and Sandy’s Lane.
Idea - The need for street lighting on this section was
queried. It was confirmed that lighting would only be
required at the roundabout at Devonshire Inn.
24
It was suggested that a departure from standard or an
innovative approach to lighting is appropriate for the
AONB.
Comment - The choice of roundabout junction was
challenged. It was explained as being illustrative at this
25
stage; its advantages are that it demarks the scheme
and provides for the right turn movement.

Efficiency register: eliminate or minimise
impact of lighting at Devonshire Inn
junction, either by an innovative approach
to lighting if a roundabout is selected, or by
selecting and alternative junction type.
Action for project team to develop junction
and side road strategy.

Link 1, 2 3 Viney Ridge Option (Option 3Y)
Comment – the Viney Ridge Option concentrates
ecological and landscape impacts at west and on the
plateau, both areas where sensitivity is lower. In the
26
case of the plateau, there is more opportunity to
compensate and mitigate landscape and ecological
impacts.
Idea – Opportunity to compensate/ mitigate by planting
27 between the existing woodland/ scarp edge and the
proposed road.
Idea – Opportunity to screen the option by planting on
28
both sides of the proposed road.
29

30

31

32

33

Idea – Opportunities to mitigate ecological impacts by
linking corridors used by bats.
Comment – geotechnical - shortest route across
unstable ground areas and road level appeared to be
10m above the aquifer strata but there could be impacts
on private water supplies.
Comment – route avoids the need for approximately 13
culverts required by the valley routes.
Comment –surface water run-off from the road corridor
would need to be managed. It may be possible to
mitigate existing risk of flooding in properties
downstream (Monkton village etc)
Comment/Idea– Of the options, the Viney Ridge Option
would take the road closest to people who are furthest
from the existing A30 now, although it would take the
road away from people affected now. Tranquillity was
noted as a possible issue e.g. Cotleigh village
compounded by the fact that noise level impacts at
receptors over 400m away could not be modelled.

34 Comment – car headlights on ridge – potential issue.

No action required.

Add to efficiency register
Add to efficiency register
Project team to consider in option
development and assessment. Add to
efficiency register
No action required.

No action required.
Project team to consider in option
development and assessment.

Add to efficiency register: develop a method
to baseline Tranquillity to use on this
scheme and other highway schemes in
sensitive areas.
National Trust to be consulted – see item 9
above.
Devon CC confirmed this is outside the
scope of the scheme.

Idea – Route gives an opportunity for an A35 link to be
included in the study.
Comment – Impacts on Public Rights of Way were
Project team to include PROWs in
36 questioned. Although these need to be confirmed, it was
assessment.
stated that there are not thought to be PROWs affected.
35
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ID
no.

Idea/ Comment

Remark/ Action

Comment – Landscape and Visual Impact (LVIA) Study
Devon CC to extend study limits.
area needs to be extended to include Option 3Y.
Comment – Suggestion to keep away from the plateau Project team to include in option
38
edge with the Viney Ridge Option.
development.
37

All Links
Opportunities for biodiversity offsetting beyond the
Add to efficiency register.
scheme, like on South Devon Link road
All options will reduce traffic through Monkton. Sufficient
40 signage and/ or other measures should be considered to Add to efficiency register.
reduce the effect on passing trade.
39

3.3

Summary of Workshop Discussions
Link 1

3.3.2

Two options were presented: to improve the A30 northward or southward.
There was support by participants for widening southwards: it would be more
beneficial in landscape terms and minimise impact on the River Otter
floodplain. However it would affect property owners because it would require
land take from residential and business properties and possibly demolition.
Widening northward would remove hedgeline features visible in views across
the River Otter valley, although this could be replanted and re-established in
time. It would also provide space to screen properties from traffic noise. In
consideration of the sensitivities of both options, the project team will take
both options forward to Stage 2 assessment.
Link 2

3.3.3

Two options were presented: to bypass Monkton to the north or the south.
Participants generally preferred the southern option for the following reasons.
The northern option would:
· cut the village off from the river valley;
· have increased severance on community of Monkton;
· affect setting of Monkton church;
· directly affect buried remains of a medieval village;
· be highly visible in the valley and difficult to screen from either distant
or near views;
· be partially located on the floodplain, which would be difficult and
expensive to mitigate.

3.3.4

The southern option would avoid known heritage sites and limit impact upon
their setting. The route is sensitive to landscape and visual impacts, but these
can be reduced through appropriate mitigation. It would avoid the floodplain,
but is located in more challenging ground conditions and would need to cross
several streams.

3.3.5

It was agreed that Stage 2 assessment would not be required for the North
option because the impacts noted above are sufficient to discard this option at
this stage.
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Link 3
3.3.6

One on-line and two off-line options were presented. Participants preferred
the offline options because the online option had the following impacts:
· Large impacts on the landscape which would be difficult to mitigate;
· Potentially large impacts on ecology;
· Engineering difficulties, particularly in forming earth retaining
structures in unstable ground and in construction adjacent to live
traffic.

3.3.7

However, further work is required on the online option to demonstrate the
impacts of the option based on current knowledge of the geotechnical and
environmental constraints. Of particular concern are traffic management
restrictions, road closures as well as other temporary and permanent impacts
on woodland caused as a consequence of constructing and maintaining the
option.

3.3.8

Participants expressed the view that without further assessment it would be
difficult to say which offline option is preferable. Although it appeared from
initial work that the Offline 2 option would have less impact on ecology, both
would have impacts on the landscape and the potential for mitigation would
need to be taken into account in option development and assessment.
However, it was agreed that the two variants presented represented progress
towards a single offline option. Moreover, it was agreed that development will
focus on determining a preferred line and then to undertake design to an
appropriate level of detail for Stage 2 assessments.

3.3.9

There was discussion of a split direction option which was not included in the
presentation or workshop briefing note because it was thought that the option,
for various reasons, had been discarded at an earlier Design Team Meeting.
During the Workshop an opinion was expressed that the route was not/should
not be discarded and it was agreed to undertake further work to set out
strategy and standards, to understand deliverability and to compare with other
Link 3 options.
Link 4

3.3.10

A single option was presented and attracted little discussion, except as noted
in Section 3.2 above.
Viney Ridge option

3.3.11

Delegates initially reacted favourably to the Viney Ridge option, although it
was stressed that little environmental data had yet been collected because
the option had emerged relatively recently. Moreover it lies partially beyond
the boundary of the study area for data collection. Therefore it was not directly
compared to the other options. However the following benefits were noted:
·
·
·

Much of the option is located on the plateau where landscape is less
sensitive and impacts can be more readily mitigated;
valley side ascent is located in area with relatively few and relatively
low quality ecological features;
it crosses a shorter length of geotechnically difficult ground;
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·
3.3.12

is not located on floodplain and does not cross streams and therefore
has little potential flood risk.

A potential disadvantage of the alignment on plateau was highlighted as the
potential for traffic noise and light from vehicles to affect an area which is
highly tranquil.
Option assessment for flood risk

3.3.13

The Environment Agency stated that in assessing options a sequential test
will need to be made, to establish which option best avoids or has least flood
risk.
Exploring potential environmental impacts and proposed mitigation measures

3.3.14

It was clear that the scheme affects landscape, ecology, heritage as well as
noise, tranquillity and other direct effects on people and property. The point
was made that for Link 1, Link 2 and Link 3 it will be necessary to make
assessments of the relative value of those environmental aspects and use
that as the basis of design development and option choice.
Potential improvement of options/ the scheme

3.3.15

There were several methods proposed by delegates for improving the scheme
options. These are listed below.
·

Devon CC’s commitment to environmental compensation as well as
mitigation. Knowledge gained from previous projects will be useful for
identifying and implementing potential compensation measures.

·

Continuing the collaborative design approach in scheme development.

·

Innovative approach to road improvement in an AONB by challenging
normal practice such as design standards and requirements e.g. lighting
and by developing new approaches such as advancing guidelines on
assessing impacts on tranquillity.

Consideration of Objectives
3.3.16

Only one comment was received at the Workshop: that the project team
should modify the project objectives to include a statement that the scheme
seeks to complement the A303 and A358 route strategy being implemented
by Highways England.
Consideration of Client Scheme Requirements

3.3.17

There was no challenge to the Client Scheme Requirements at the workshop.
Consideration of Preliminary Potential Compensation and Enhancement
Measures

3.3.18

A schedule of preliminary potential compensation and enhancement
measures were circulated at the workshop. The circulated schedule is
attached at Appendix B.
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4

CONCLUSIONS AND ACTIONS

4.1

Options Development

4.1.1

The project team will develop and assess options taking account of ideas and
comments expressed at this VM1 workshop. Where indicated below
development and assessment will be to a DMRB Stage 2 level and used to
determine route(s) to be presented at a public consultation later in 2016.

4.1.2

Listed below are the decisions taken on options and other actions not
recorded in the Efficiency register:
Description

Decision

Link 1
Northern and Southern options

Proceed with DMRB Stage 2 assessment
for both options.

Link 2
Northern and Southern options

Discontinue DMRB Stage 2 assessment for
Northern option, due to significance of
impacts already identified. Proceed with
Stage 2 assessment for Southern option.

Link 3

Online option

Split eastbound and westbound
carriageways
Offline options
Online and offline options

Undertake further work to demonstrate the
impacts of the option based on current
knowledge of the geotechnical and
environmental constraints before deciding
on whether it should be discarded or
assessed further
Undertake further work to set out strategy
and standards, to understand deliverability
and to compare with other Link 3 options
Focus on determining a preferred line and
then to undertake design to an appropriate
level of detail for Stage 2 assessment.
Consult National Trust

Link 4
Online option
Online option (junction with A303)

Proceed with DMRB Stage 2 assessment.
Consider junction and lighting strategy to
eliminate lighting

Links 1, 2 & 3 Viney Ridge

Viney Ridge option

Viney Ridge option

Expand the study area to collect data on
this option then undertake design to an
appropriate level of detail for Stage 2
assessment. To include realignment to
optimise position in relation to plateau edge
and woodland cover.
Consider potential to mitigate flooding in
properties downstream of route

Viney Ridge option

Consult National Trust

Viney Ridge option

Consider impacts on PROW
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4.2

Objectives

4.2.1

The project team will modify the project objectives to include a statement that
the scheme seeks to complement the A303 and A358 route strategy being
implemented by Highways England.

4.3

Efficiency Register

4.3.1

The project team will review each of the value ideas and develop further if
necessary and include in the PCF Efficiency Register for Stage 1.

4.4

Circulation of this Report

4.4.1

This report will be circulated to participants and other representatives of key
stakeholders who did not or could not attend to ensure they are involved in
the value management process.
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APPENDIX A: LINK OPTIONS KEY PLAN

A30 Honiton to Devonshire Inn Improvement
APPENDIX B: Preliminary Potential Compensation and Enhancement Measures and Specific
Measures for Route Options

Generic Opportunities
Tactical Land Purchase (i.e:
targeted land purchase
beyond areas subject to
CPO)

As the market allows, acquire blocks of land in the general vicinity of
the scheme (or, if necessary, more remotely) in order to manage and
enhance existing wildlife habitat, landscape or heritage features, or
to establish new wildlife habitats and landscape interests (esp.
woodland, wetland or unimproved grassland).

Enhancement Management
Fund

Fund managed by the Blackdown Hills AONB Partnership / Team to
provide financial incentives / support to land owners for the creation,
maintenance or enhancement of wildlife, landscape or cultural
interests on private land. This could include habitat and woodland
creation, provision of screening, creation of Devon hedge banks,
repairs to the fabric of historic buildings/structures etc. The main
delivery instrument would be Management Agreements under S.39
of the Wildlife and Countryside Act.

Reinstatement of Habitat

If possible (i.e. related to requirements for retained local links),
reinstatement of woodland and other habitat or other environmental
functions on sections of the current A30 alignment (partially or fully).
This would be a particular priority on Rawridge Hill, where the current
route dissects a large area of woodland.

Streetscape Enhancements

Contribution/package of measures to improve and restore the
Streetscape in consultation with residents within Monkton village if
A30/A303 traffic is diverted via a bypass

Existing Street Lighting
Enhancements

Contribution to an upgrade of street lighting/ adjusted scheme along
the A30/A303 to reduce light pollution whilst increasing efficiency

Community- Access and
Agricultural Land

Access improvements for area roads onto the A30. Improve routes
across the A30 and facilities for cyclists, pedestrians and
equestrians. Exact detail of final route should aim to leave viable
land areas

Water Environment

Integrate Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS) into the
proposed road drainage to provide opportunities for enhancement of
the aesthetic value of the scheme, local ecology and water quality,
with potential to enlarge SuDS features to create a broader complex
of wetland habitat.

Noise

Provide natural noise attenuation as much as possible, particularly
on Link 3 for offline options as the offline routes engender new
receptors.

